
ON THE HOLONOMY GROUP OF THE CONFORMALLY
FLAT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD

MINORU KURITA

The main purpose of the present paper is to show that the local homo-

geneous holonomy group of the conformally flat Riemannian manifold is the

full rotation group with some exceptions,

1. Let M be an n dimensional conformally flat Riemannian manifold

(n ^ 3), the metric being given by ds2 = cf'Σdx} in a coordinates neighborhood

U with a function a-aixi, . . . , xn) of class 2. We take rectangular frames

in the tangent spaces at each point of U and put according to the frames

When we put

(2) ωi^aπi,

y,7r/ is a flat metric, and if we take πij such that

(3) dπ% — πj/\πji, πij — — πji,

then we have by the flatness of "Σπ)

(4) drcij — πikj\ πkj

Next we put

(5) dala-biπi

(6) (Oij = πij -f* b% πj •— bj 7Γ/

and we get

(7) dlOi = (Oj/\(ύji, (Oij — —* (Oji.

Thus (Oij are the parameters of the Riemannian connection of M in U. Now

we calculate the curvature forms of M. Putting
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(8) Σ6/ = 62

(9) dbi + bk ωki — -^ ^ πi - a* hk

we get for the curvature forms

(10) Ωij = dωij — ωikA ωkj = kk o)k/\ ojj + o)i

using the relations (3), (4), (6). Taking an exterior differential of (5) we get

U l ) λij = λji.

We put Ωij- γRijkhθ)kAωh (Rijkh^ - Rijhk) and we have by (10)

Rijkh = λik δjh - λih δjk - λjk δih + λjh dik.

Contracting with respect to j and h we get Riccrs tensor

(12) Rik = (n-2)λik + λjj, R = Ru

Hence we can represent λ%j as follows,

(13) λij = ^ ^ 2 " ( Λ f > " 2 ( » - l )

We take a geodesic of the manifold M. It satisfies the differental equations

ds ds ~

and along it we have by (5), (9)

n 4 Λ Λi/ωiύy _ d (I da\ i (I da\2 1 b2

U 4 ; ^52 " "Λ W Λ / + \ β" "Λ"/ "" 2" «2 '

This gives an interpretation of the tensor (λij) in terms of a and 6.

2. We assume that our metric is not flat in the coordinate neighborhood IT

and the local homogeneous holonomy group Hp (cf. LID) at any point of U is

not the full rotation group SO(n). Then we take a point p at which the tensor

(λij) is not a zero tensor. When we take a suitable rectangular frame βi, . . . , e*.

at p, we can reduce the tensor (λij) into the diagonal form with the diagonal

elements λi, . . . , λn. Then we get for (10)

(15) Ωij= Ui-f λj)ωi/\ωj (not summed for i, j)

at p. Conversely if the curvature forms are represented as (15) by a suitable

choice of rectangular frames, the manifold is conformally flat under the as-
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-sumption n ^ 4. This can be verified by the vanishing of the conformal curva-

ture tensor.

We denote by Hp the local homogeneous holonomy group at p and by ξ>p

the Lie algebra of Hp. Let Sij be a skew symmetric matrix (SM) such that

Sij= — s/i = 1 and all the other Shi's are zero. Then by virtue of (15) $p con-

tains a subalgebra generated by Sij if λ, + λ; # 0. Let OdΊ, . . . , 4) be a sub-

group of a full rotation group SO(n) which induces the full rotation in the linear

•subspaces generated by e, 15 . . . , e, fc and fixes the remaining fundamental vec-

tors. As at least one of λi -h λj is not zero at p, $Qp contains Sij for such i and

j . Hence Hp contains O(i, j). If Hp is not the full rotation group, there exist

k and iu . . . ,/& such that Hp contains O(u, . . . •, ik) but does not contain

Ό(ii, . . . , ik, j) for any j . We change the indices suitably and assume that

Hp contains 0(1, . . . , k) but does not contain 0(1, . . . , k, j) for any j . Then

S&p does not contain Sar {a = 1, . . . , k r - k + 1, . . . , n) and we get

; a + ; r = 0 (α = l, . . . , k r = A + l, . . . , w).

By putting Λ = Λi we have

(16) λi= . . . = ; * = ;, ^ + 1 = . . . = ; „ = - ( u o ) .

In this section and the next we assume that the indices run as follows,

a, b = 1, . . . , k r, s = k + 1, . . . , n i, j = 1, . . . , n.

We have by (15)

<17) Ωάb~cϊλωai\o)b, Ωrs— — 2λωr^ωs all the others zero.

ISίext we take a point q in the neighborhood of p and choose a suitable rec-

tangular frame at the point. Then we have at q

Ωij— (λi + λj) ωi/\ωj (not summed for i, j).

The eigenvalues of the symmetric matrix (λij) are continuous with respect to

the values of λij in the sense that those of (λij) for λij = an are in arbitrary

^mall neighborhoods of those for λij = btj if ciij's are sufficiently near to &;/.

When the point q is sufficiently near to p, we conclude by (17)

(IS) Ωab — (λa i'λb)ωa/\ωb^O, Ωrs = (λr + λs)ωr/\ωs =¥ 0

(not summed for a, b, r, s)
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as it is so at the point p. Hence Hq contains Sab and Srs and so Hq contains

0(1, . . . , ft) and O(ft + 1, . . . , n). If Hq contains none of 0(1, . . . , ft, j),

(17) holds good at q. If Hq contains at least one of 0(1, . . . , ft, j), we change

the indices of ek+i, . . . , en in such a way that Hq contains 0(1, . . . , ft, ft + 1,

. . . , ft+ 7) and none of 0(1, . . . , ft, ft + 1, . . . , ft + 7, k + l+m). Then we

get by the repetition of the above process

J2rs = θ (r=ft + l, . . . , ft+ 7 s = A + 7+l, . . . , n).

This contradicts (18). Thus we can take frames at each point of U in such a

way that (17) holds good with the same k. These frames can be so taken as

to satisfy the differentiability, because the eigenvalues of (λij) satisfy the re-

lation (16) and the process of transforming (λij) into the diagonal form can be

taken analytic except at the point such that λi= . . .. = λn, namely λ = 0. These

circumstances are discussed precisely in section 7. We treat at first the neighbor-

hood in which λ never vanishes, the non-existence of the point at which λ = 0

being assured thereafter.

3. The next step is to find the Riemannian metric which satisfies the re-

lation (17). In this sectin we treat the case n — ks±2, k ̂  2.

By Bianchi's identity we have

dΩar — — Ωai/\Cύir 4" (Oai/\Ωir

By virtue of (17) we get

0 = — ΩabΛωbr~\- 0)as/\®sr = — 2λ(θlaΛωbΛωbr + ωas/\ωs/\ωr).

Putting ωas-Aasiωi we get by the assumption λ # 0

(19) (OaΛ ωbA Abri <0i + Aasi W/\ ωs/\ (Or = 0.

As n - k ̂  2, k ̂  2, we have

Abrs = 0, Aasb = 0

and so

0)ar — — COra — 0 .

Consequently (7) takes the forms

d(ύa = ω//\ (ύia = (Ob A ωba, dωr = (Oi/\ (ΰir = (ύs/\ COsr

and by E. Cartan's lemma the metric of our manifold decomposes, namely
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(20) ds2 = dsl + dsl,

where

dsl = gab(Xl, . . . , Xk)dxadXb, dst - grs(Xk+l, . . . , Xn)dXrdXs

with suitably chosen coordinates. When we take suitably chosen rectangular

frames in each manifold with the metric dsl and dst, ωa's are expressed by the

coordinates Xi, . . . , Xk and ωr's by Xk+i, . . . , Xn. As the relations (17) holds

good, λ is constant and dsl is a metric of constant curvature K, while dsl is one

of constant curvature — K.

Thus any point of U at which λ does not vanish has a neighborhood in

which (16) holds good with non zero constant The set V of all points at which

(16) holds good with the same constant is open. On the other hand V is closed

as λi's are continuous. V is closed and open in U. As U is connected, V

coincides with U and there is no point in U at which λ — 0.

4. Next we treat the case n - k = 1, n ^ 4. In this section we assume

that the indices run as a, b, c = 1, . . . , n — 1. By (17)

(21) Ωab

By virtue of (19) we get Aann = 0 and we can put

(22) ωan-Aabωb.

By (21) we have for Bianchi's identity

dΩab = — Ωac Λ ωcb + cΰac Λ ^c6

and this can be written as

dλ /\ ωa Λ (Ob + λdωa/\(θb — λωa/\d(0b — — λωa /\(0c /\(θcb + ωac/\λωc/\ωb.

Hence by (7) and (21)

dλ/\Cΰa/\ωb = λωn/\(Abc0Ja/\(Oc -f Aac(Oc/\ωb)

and so

AδC = 0 (c =*F a, £).

Putting i4α = i4«α (not summed for α) we get

(23) c?; - J(Ai + .Aδ)ωΛ==ίωβ + 0ω6

for all « and b (a # ?̂). As ^ ^ 3, Λfl + Λ^ is independent of « and & and so A*
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is independent of a. We put Aa = A. We also get from (23) p = 0, q = 0. Thus

we have

(24) dλ - 2 AAωn = 0, o)α« = Aωa.

By the relation (17) we get

0 = Ωan = dcϋαn — ft)β6 A ωbn = fiίA A ω β -f Ad(ύa ~

= dA^ωa-\- Aωn/\a)na = (ί/A — A2ωn)Λωa.

Hence

In the neighborhood of the point at which A # 0 we have

Hence putting xn = — A" 1 we get

(On = C^n

and by virtue of (24)

JA = - 2Λ/*n dxn, λ - C/ΛΓ« (C const)

and

Hence

ί/ωα = (ObfrCOba + C0nA^«a = (Obf\(Oba + dXn

Putting ωfl̂ #nj0α we get

and

ώ a = Σ3pβ = 5^6(^1, . . . , Xn-i)dxadXb

for suitably chosen coordinates xu . . . , # n-i. Also we have

dωab — ωαcA
ωc6 = Ωab + ωσnA

ωw6 = 2Aωc/\ωb — A

Hence da2 is a metric of constant curvature, and our metric is

ds2 = xldσ2 + dx2

n.

But the local homogeneous holonomy group Hp of this manifold does not keep

the direction en invariant. As the holonomy group Hp contains 0(1, . . , w — 1),

Hp is a full rotation group. The manifold affords an example of the one for
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which the curvature forms satisfy the relations (21) for suitably chosen frames

and yet the metric does not decompose.

Now we need only to treat the case that A is identically zero. Then by

virtue of (24) λ is constant and ωan = 0 and we get

(25) ds2 = do* + dx2

n

where da2 is a metric of constant curvature. This holds good in U by the

same discussion as at the end of the preceding section.

5. Lastly we treat the case n = 3. If the group Hp is not the full rotation

group in U, it is reducible and we can take rectangular frames in such a way

that the metric can be written as

(26) &* = ωϊ + α>ϊ+ «ϊ,

where ωi, ω2 are Pfaffian forms in the variables Xi, x2 and

(27) ω3 = dx*.

For the parameters α>/y of the Riemannian connection we have

(28) ωi3 = 0, ct>23 = 0,

and for curvature forms

i?12 = — Ku)l/\0)2, ΩlZ = 0, 1023 = 0.

For Ricci's tensor we have

(29) Rn = - K, Rzz = - K, all the others zero R = - 2K.

Now a 3-dimensional Riemannian manifold with the metric ds2 = Σω? is con-

formally flat when and only when

(30) DpikΛm = Q,

where D denotes covariant differential and

This is a formulation in rectangular frames of the well known property. In our

case pa reduces to

Pu= -Rij+ jRδij
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and we have by (29)

pn = ^K, P22— -γK all the other pij vanish.

By these and (28) the relation (30) reduces to dK/κωi = 0, dK/\ω2 = 0 and so

dK=0 and K is constant. Hence our metric (26) is conformally fiat when and

only when da2 = ω\-\- ω\ is of constant curvature. Thus the metric for which (30)

holds good in some neighborhood has been found.

6. In summary we get the following theorem.

THEOREM. The local homogeneous holonomy group Hp of an n-dimensional

conformally flat Riemannian manifold of class C2 is in general the full rotation

group SO{n). If Hp is not SO(n) for any point of a coordinate neighborhood

U, we can classify into the following three cases:

1) Hp is an identity and the metric is flat in U.

2) Hp is SO(k) x SO(n- k) and U is a direct product of a k-dimensional

manifold of constant curvature K and an n — k-dimensional manifold of constant

curvatur - K (K*0).

3) Hp is SO(n-l) and U is a direct product of a straight line {or a seg-

ment) and an n — 1-dimensional manifold of constant curvature.

The set N of all the point of M at which Hp is SO(n) is closed. In fact

when p is a limit point of N any neighborhood of p has a point QEL N and by

Lemma 3.2 in [1] we have HpD HQ = SO(n) and so Hp = SO{n). For any point

p at which Hp =V SO(n) (if exist) we can take a neighborhood U such that

U^N is empty and by our theorem one of 1), 2), 3) holds good in U. By the

Theorem 3 in [1] we can conclude that if there is no point on an w-dimensional

conformally flat connected manifold M at which Hp is SO(n), the restricted

homogeneous holonomy group of M is an identity, or SO{k)x SO(n — k), or

SO(n-l). In fact Λ, 's in our discussion are continuous and (17) holds good

for all the points of M with the same number k and dim Hp is constant over

M. An example of the case in which Hp is SO (n) in some points and SO{k)

x SO(n - k) in other points can easily be given.

7. Here we give an attention to a symmetric covariant tensor field of

second order over an ^-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Let the components
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of the tensor with respect to certain rectangular frames be (an). When the

metric, frames and (an) satisfy certain differentiability conditions (for example

class Ck) it is not sure that the frames can be taken in such a way that (an)

reduces to a diagonal form and yet the frames satisfy the differentiability of

the same kind. An example is given by a symmetric tensor field with the

components

an = pi cos2 θ + p2 sin2 θ, a22 - pi sin2 dΛ pi cos2 θ

<2i2 = #2i = 2(pι — p2) sin θ cos θ,

where θ- , pi -~p2 = (xi - x2)
n (pi is class Cn), on the euclidean plane

X\ ~ X λ

with the rectangular coordinates xu #2. The eigenvalues of (an) are pi and p2.

But the angle of rotation which transforms the components of the tensor into a

diagonal form is θ and it is not continuous at the points such that Xi = x2. In

general this singularity appears at the points at which the multiplicities of

eigenvalues of (an) differ from those at the sufficiently near points. In fact

if the multiplicities of the eigenvalues of (an) are each constant in some

neighborhood, the eigenvalues are analytic functions of (an) as they are simple

roots of the polynomials obtained from φ(t) = det (an - δijt) by a suitable suc-

cessive differentiation. When the eigenvalues are analytic functions of (an),

we can transform it into a diagonal form by an analytic process. In the treat-

ment of the preceding sections the relation (16) is satisfied and there was no

obstacle to the discussion.

8. In a conformally flat Riemmanian manifold we can take rectangular

frames such that the curvature forms reduce to

(31) Ωn = (lί + λj) ωifrwj (not summed for /, j)

and according to the discussion of the previous section this can be accomplished

by a differentiate process with an exception of certain points. Analogously if

we take suitable rectangular frames in an ^-dimensional Riemannian manifold

of imbedding class one, we have for the curvature forms

(32) Ωij = — kikjωi^ωj (not summed for i, j).

(31) is a sufficient condition for the conformal flatness if the dimension of the

manifold is greater than 3, while (32) is a sufficient condition for the imbedding

class one if at least three of kι, . . . , kn are not zero. The latter is a different
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formulation of T. Y. Thomas' well known result and we can give a proof by

using Bianchi's identities, the clue of the proof being the verification of the

structural equations in the n + 1-dimensional euclidean space.

Now we consider the Riemannian manifolds whose curvature forms reduce

to

(33) Ωij = Kijωi/\ωj (not summed for i, j)

by a suitable choice of rectangular frames. We calculate Ricci's tensor and get

(34) Rij = dij'ΣiKik (not summed for i)

and so the fundamental vectors βi, . . . , en are in Ricci's principal directions.

As an application there exist in a conformally flat Riemannian manifold of im-

bedding class one rectangular frames for which curvature forms are represented

at the same time by (31) and (32). The treatment in my previous paper [4]

was along that line and the proofs of Theorem 3 in 2.2 and Theorem 4 in 2.3

could be simplified.

The manifolds whose curvature forms are represented by (33) for suitably

chosen rectangular frames have some simple properties. If none of K%j is zero

at a point p, the local homogeneous holonomy group Hp at the point is SO(n).

For example Hp of the Riemannian manifold of imbedding class one is SO(n)

if none of k is zero. This is so for the closed hypersurfaces in the w + 1-

dimensional euclidean space, as was proved by S. Kobayasi [5]. If the group

Hp is SO(n) the Riemannian manifold cannot be Kaehlerian, and hence the

non-existence of non flat, conformally flat Kaehlerian manifold (cf. [2], p. 181)

can be deduced, as well as the non-existence of the Kaehlerian manifold of im-

bedding class one such that none of ki is zero.

There exist for any Riemannian manifold closed differential forms such as

(cf. [3], p. 37). All these vanish for those manifolds which satisfy the relation

(33). The geometrical characterization and examples of such manifolds except

the conformally flat one and the one of imbedding class one are unknown to

the author.
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